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For testing that a distribution is invariant under the action of a finite group (e.g., 
the distribution is exchangeable) a most powerlul test, against a specific alternative, 
among the class of tests invariant under a second, arbitrary group is obtained. After 
a class of permutation tests suitable for multivariate testing problems is described, 
application is made to a multivariate, nonparametric, two-sample problem. 0 1992 
Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTK~DDcT~~N 
In a hypothesis testing problem it may be reasonable to require the 
testing procedure to maintain its significance level over a very broad class 
of probability distributions, yet be optimal (in some sense) for the class of 
probability models most plausible for the problem under consideration. 
Specifically, if a normal probability family is a tentative model for the 
observations, one may want to maximize power against alternatives in this 
normal family yet maintain the size of the test for any member of a more 
general class of probability distributions. Often a permutation test can be 
used to maintain the size of the testing procedure. See Box and Andersen 
[2] for further discussion. Lehmann and Stein [6 J provided a permutation 
test for meeting these objectives in many cases. The applications Lehmann 
and Stein [6] provided were limited to univariate testing problems. 
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In multivariate testing problems these objectives merit equal considera- 
tion. However, in the multivariate case tests are often required to be 
invariant under the action of a specified group. This paper investigates the 
choice of a test statistic for an invariant test whose size remains valid over 
a large class of probability models. Terminology is introduced in Section 2. 
A multivariate permutation test is described in Section 3. For testing that 
a distribution is invariant under the action of a finite group (e.g., the 
distribution is exchangeable) a most powerful test, against a specific 
alternative, among the class of tests invariant under a second, arbitrary 
group is obtained in Section 4. Also in Section 4, application is made to a 
multivariate, nonparametric, two-sample problem. A permutation test 
based on Hotelling’s two-sample T* statistic emerges as an optimal 
extension of Pitman’s [7] test and justifies a test statistic considered by 
Wald and Wolfowitz [S]. Also, see Arnold [l]. A general discussion of 
permutation tests is provided by Lehmann [5]. Extension to other 
multivariate tests follows immediately. 
2. HYPOTHESIS OF INVARIANCE 
Let X be a random object taking values in a space $2. Let G be a finite 
group acting on 52. Let p be a G-invariant measure on 52 and assume X 
possesses a density w.r.t. p. A hypothesis is defined to be a class of proba- 
bility density functions w.r.t. p. The following definitions and terminology 
will be used. Given a density, f, w.r.t. p and a test function 4, define Q.4 
to be the mean of 4 w.r.t. f: Let H be a hypothesis, that is, a class of den- 
sities w.r.t. CL. A test 4 of H is of size 01 if E,-q5 G a, for all f in H. A test 4 
is similar of size a if Ef# = a, for all fin H. The class of all size a tests for 
H will be denoted I(H, a). Let 0, be the orbit of x under the action of G, 
that is, 0, = { gx 1 gE G}. Let S, consist of all points in B which have 
exactly k distinct points in their orbits. A test 4 is said to have structure 
S(a) with respect to a finite group G if for all x in Sk and all k 
x,Fo 4(x’) = ka. 
x 
The class of all tests with structure S(a) with respect to G will be denoted 
as st(G, a). In the special case when G is the group of n x n permutation 
matrices, denoted as P, the tests in st(P, a), are permutation tests. See 
Lehmann [S, p. 184ff] for a discussion of this condition in the case when 
G is the permutation group. 
The first hypothesis that will be considered can now be described. Let F 
be the class of all densitiesf w.r.t. ~1 on 52 which satisfyf(x) =f( gx) for all 
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x E Sz and g E G. The hypothesis is that X has a density in the class F. This 
will be called the hypothesis of invariance under the finite group G and will 
be denoted H(G). For the hypothesis H(G), Lehmann and Stein [6] 
proved that the tests in st(G, c() are similar of size ~1. 
3. MULTIVARIATE PERMUTATION TEST 
Let L(p, n) be the class of n x p matrices. Assume the random matrix 
YE L(p, n) has rows Y,!, i = 1, . . . . n. Let n = n, + n,. Assume that Y,, for 
i= 1, . ..) n,, are i.i.d. with unknown density fi( y) with respect to Lebesgue 
measure on RP and that Yi, i = n, + 1, ..,, n, are i.i.d. with unknown density 
f,(y), also with respect to Lebesgue measure on RP. Under these assump- 
tions consider testing the hypothesis H: fi( y) = f2( y). 
Let the group P act on the left of L(p, n) so that X, YE L(p, n) are 
equivalent if there exists rc E P such that XX= Y. The st(P, E) tests in this 
case will be called multivariate permutation tests. If H(P) is the hypothesis 
of all P-invariant densities for Y with respect to Lebesgue measure on 
L(p, n); then the hypothesis H is contained in H(P). Therefore, using 
standard results for permutation tests, we conclude that every multivariate 
permutation test is similar of size a for the hypothesis H. By using a multi- 
variate permutation test we can maintain the size of the test at c1 for a 
broad range of distributions. We will maximize power against an alter- 
native that we might expect to arise frequently in practice. 
Consider the family of normal alternatives for Y, 
L( Yi) = N(j.4 C), i = 1, . . . . n, , L(Yi)=N(fi+6)j i=n,+l,..., n. (1) 
and let h(Y) denote the density of Y under this alternative. Using the main 
result of Lehmann and Stein [6], the most powerful permutation test of H 
against the alternative h(Y) is obtained as follows. For an observed y, the 
k points in the orbit of y are arranged such that h(7tl JJ) 2 . . . 2 h(~, y). 
The most powerful test places the first (lOOa)% in the critical region, with 
suitable randomization at the boundary. Additional examples are provided 
in Lehmann [S]. 
By simple algebra it can be shown that ordering the points in the orbit 
on the basis of the density h(Y) is equivalent to ordering on the basis of 
xwjl -Y*), 
where j, and j2 are the mean vectors of their respective classes of observa- 
tions. The parameter 6 cannot be eliminated from the expression on which 
the orderings are based. The optimal test statistic depends on the direction 
of the specific alternative 6. Usually in applications there is no specific 
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alternative direction against which to maximize power. What is often 
required is a multivariate test that has good power properties in all specific 
alternative directions simultaneously. This issue will be investigated next. 
4. INVARIANCE 
An additional restriction that will be imposed upon the tests considered 
is common in multivariate analysis, that the test should be invariant under 
a suitable group of transformations. Indeed, the normal theory model in 
the two-sample comparison of mean vectors obtains the T* statistic as a 
uniformly most powerful test only after restriction to those tests invariant 
under the action of GE,,, the group of p x p nonsingular matrices. Specifi- 
cally, given YE L( p, n), the same inference will be required from Y and YA, 
where A E Gl, . 
The relevant problem is to obtain an invariant permutation test which 
maximizes power against a fixed alternative. A general result will be 
established and its application to permutation tests in a multivariate 
two-sample problem will be subsequently discussed. 
Let G1 be a finite group and G, be an arbitrary group, each acting on 
52. Let p be a finite, G,-invariant measure on Q. Assume that the actions 
of G, and G, commute, so that if g1 E G,, and g2E G2, then 
g,(g,x) = g,( g,x). Let F be the class of all densities f, w.r.t. p, which 
satisfy f(x) =f( gx) for all x E Q and g E G, and consider the hypothesis of 
invariance H( G, ). Let T(x) be a maximal invariant function under the 
action of G, on a. Let pT be the measure on the range of T induced from 
the measure p on 0. Since p is finite, so is pT. Let h be a density on Sz w.r.t. 
p, and let hT denote the density of T w.r.t. pT induced from the density h 
on Q. Let h*(x) = h’(T(x)). Finally, let Z(H(G,), CY, G2) be the class of 
G,-invariant test functions that are of size a for H(G,). 
THEOREM. Let H(G,) be the hypothesis of invariance under G,and let h 
be a density w.r.t. ,u, not in H(G,). Let S, consist of all points that have 
exactly k distinct points in their G,-orbits. For any x E Sk denote by x1, . . . . xk 
the k points in the orbit of x arranged so that h*(x,) 2 ... 2 h*(xk). For 
testing H(G,) against h the following test is most powerful among the class 
I(H(G,), a, G2). For x E S,, 
if h*(x)>h*(x,+wl) 
if h*(x)=h*(xl+Czkl) 
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with 0 < a < 1 and where a may depend on x only through the G,-orbit of x. 
This theorem states that the points of 52 equivalent under G, are ordered 
on the basis of the mapping from $2 to R’ induced by the density of a 
G,-maximal invariant. The largest (lOOu.)% of these are placed in the 
critical region, with suitable randomization at the boundary. 
ProoJ: The proof will proceed by inducing the action of G, on the space 
of a maximal invariant; the result will then follow easily. Induce the action 
of G, on T as follows: for t E T, there exists an x such that t = T(x). Define 
g, t as g, t = T(g, ‘x). To show this is well defined it must be shown that 
T(x,) = T(x*) implies T(gx,) = T(gx,) for all g E G,. But T is a maximal 
invariant under G2, therefore if T(x,) = T(xJ there exists g, E G, such that 
xi = g,x,. Thus, using the commutativity of G, and G, we obtain 
T(gx,) = TMg,x,)) = Tk2k-d = T(gx2). 
If &,, is the test defined in the statement of the theorem, it must be shown 
that #,, E Z(ZZ(G,), tl, G,), and for all 4 E Z(H(G,), a, G2) that E,,qS ,< E,&,. If 
g,EGi andg2EG2, then h*(g,(g,x))=h*(g,(g,x))=h*(g,x), because h* 
is a G,-invariant function. Therefore, &, is G,-invariant. Also, &, E st(G, , CI). 
Therefore, &, E Z(H(G,), tl, G2). 
The fact that the induced measure p ’ is G,-invariant follows from the 
commutativity of G, and G2. Let F, be the class of densities w.r.t. pLT on 
the range of T that are invariant under the induced action of Gi . Define the 
hypothesis H, to be the class of densities F,. If ~EZ(ZZ(G,), ~1, G2), then 4 
is a function of x E 52 only through the maximal invariant T. Therefore Q 
can be considered as a function from the range of T to [0, 13, denoted as 
4’. Iffre H, then 
where f(x) = f ‘(t(x)) is a G,-invariant density w.r.t. p on Q. Therefore, 
f E H(G,) and because ~~EZ(H(G~), c(, G,) we obtain the result that 4’ has 
size a for testing H,. 
Because do is G,-invariant, it can also be considered as a function from 
the range of T to [0, 11, denoted as 4,‘. But G1 acts on the range of T. 
Therefore, from Lehmann and Stein [6] applied to H, and alternative hr, 
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the most powerful test among the class [(H,, a) is 4,‘. Therefore, because 
4’ has size a for testing HT, 
and the proof is complete. 
Consider again the model for the multivariate two-sample test described 
earlier. As in the univariate two-sample problem, it is reasonable to main- 
tain the size of the test at a for all fo H, and to maximize power against 
an alternative that might be expected to arise frequently in practice. 
Furthermore, it is reasonable to require the test to be invariant under 
nonsingular transformations of the observation vectors. 
To that end, again consider the normal alternative in (1). There is no 
loss of generality by choosing the mean equal to zero when considering the 
normal distribution in (1 ), rather than the density with arbitrary mean vec- 
tor. The only change is that Gl, in the following theorem must be replaced 
by the affine group acting on L(p, n) to obtain the same conclusion. It is 
notationally simpler to consider the canonical problem. Let p,, be the finite 
measure on L(p, n) obtained from assuming the rows of Y are i.i.d. N(0, I). 
Therefore, the alternative density for the random matrix Y w.r.t. p0 is 
M Y) = 
exp[-OSCT’, Y/X-‘Yi-0.5~;=~l+, (Yi-6)‘Z-‘(Y,-6)] 
exp[ -0.5 x7=, Y,!Z-r Yi] . (3) 
COROLLARY. A most powerful permutation test of H, invariant under 
Gl,, against the normal density in (3) is to order the permutations of the 
observed matrix Y on the basis of Hotelling’s two-sample T2 statistic and 
place the largest (lOOa)% of values in each P-orbit into the critical region 
(with suitable randomization at boundary values). 
Proof: Let &, be the test defined in the theorem with Gi = P and 
G2 = Gl, and h the alternative density in (3) defined w.r.t. pO. The function 
h* in this application of the theorem need not be found directly. It is the 
density of a maximal invariant under the action of Cl, on L(p, n) assuming 
the alternative distribution in (3) for Y. The density is with respect to the 
measure induced by T from pO. By elementary analysis it can be shown 
that h* is the likelihood ratio, denoted as LT, of a maximal invariant under 
the distributions h6 and ho for Y. 
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Choose e E R” such that 
e’Y= 1 Yi. 
The sufficient invariant statistic for this problem is known to be 
W=e’Y( Y’Y)-‘Ye. 
For example, see Eaton [3]. By the main result of Hall et al. [4], the suf- 
ficient invariant statistic is sufficient for T. Therefore, LT= L,,. The last 
quantity is a likelihood ratio for Hotelling’s T*. By direct computations it 
can be shown that L, is increasing in the T2 statistic. 
The choice of measure pO on L( p, n) is not crucial to the preceding argu- 
ment. If p is any finite, P-invariant measure on L( p, n) with pO < p, then 
d&dpT(t(y)) is a P-invariant function on L(p, n). Let pr denote the 
measure induced by T from the density hb( v). Because 
the ordering of P-equivalent values on the basis of dpT/dpT(t(y)) is 
equivalent to ordering on the basis of h*. An alternative proof can use the 
main result of Wijsman [9] to obtain the likelihood ratio as a ratio of 
integrals. 
This theorem establishes an interesting property of the T2 statistic and 
justifies its use in multivariate permutation analysis. It might sometimes be 
possible to use the method of proof of the corollary to obtain test statistics 
which maximize power for alternative densities other than the normal alter- 
native. Also, from the theorem it is seen that the permutation test based on 
T* is most powerful in the class of invariant tests I(H(P), ~1, Cl,) against 
the alternative h(Y). Furthermore, from an inspection of the proof of the 
theorem it is seen that the communitivity of G, and G2 can be replaced by 
the weaker condition that G, is a normal subgroup of G2, a somewhat 
typical condition of invariance arguments. 
Also, an optimal G/,-invariant permutation test exists in the inde- 
pendence test case between a q- and r-dimensional random vector in the 
special case when either q or r equals one. For the alternative based on 
the usual normal model it can be shown to be a permutation test based on 
the multiple correlation coefficient. Uniformly most powerful invariant 
permutation tests against normal alternatives should exist for rank one 
multivariate testing problems. 
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